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Bored. Distracted. Confused. Sounds like 
your company’s underachievers, right? 
Wrong: these symptoms are characteristic 
of 

 

summit syndrome

 

—a period of disori-
entation that can afflict 

 

top

 

 performers 
once they master a challenging job. Sum-
mit syndrome takes an immense toll on 
your organization—in eroded productivity 
and defections of talented but troubled 
employees.

How to avoid these costs? Early interven-
tion, say Parsons and Pascale. Watch for 
summit syndrome’s telltale signs in your 
best employees—including waning enthu-
siasm for the job and stress-related health 
problems. Then take preemptive action. For 
example, help your stars reconnect with 
their core aspirations, reshape their role to 
support those aspirations, and strengthen 
competencies (such as building relation-
ships or handling conflict) crucial for excel-
ling at the next level in their careers.

Summit syndrome doesn’t 

 

have

 

 to derail 
exceptional employees. By recognizing its 
onset and dealing with it preventatively, 
you revitalize your top performers’ careers 
and propel these stars to greater heights.

Parsons and Pascale offer these guidelines for 
combating summit syndrome:

 

RECOGNIZE THE SIGNS

 

Summit syndrome has three phases:

 

•

 

Approaching.

 

 Just after conquering a chal-
lenging job, your employee starts musing 
about what’s next. Some duties suddenly 
seem tedious. Though performance re-
mains high, distractions beckon (such as in-
vitations from friends to go on adventurous 
excursions).

 

•

 

Plateauing.

 

 While seemingly at the top of 
his game, the employee feels increasingly 
disoriented. He agonizes about his next ca-
reer move, loses focus, and embraces dis-
tractions. Performance starts decaying.

 

•

 

Descending.

 

 It’s clear that something’s ter-
ribly wrong. The employee sabotages his 
career and health; for example, picking 
fights with colleagues or overindulging in 
food or alcohol. He makes a radical career 
change for unclear reasons—or becomes 
a candidate for demotion.

 

TAKE PREEMPTIVE ACTION

 

When you spot approaching symptoms of the 
syndrome, help your employee:

 

•

 

Revisit his “winning formula.”

 

 The success 
formula that worked earlier in your em-
ployee’s career may be less useful as he 
tackles the next level.

Example:

 

Investment banker Andrew Thompson’s 
winning formula was to excel at under-
standing and meeting clients’ unexpressed 
needs. His winning formula had served him 
well when he had 20 major customers and 
$1 billion of assets under management. But 
later, with 80 clients and $4 billion under 
management, this formula made it difficult 
to manage his client base himself.

 

•

 

Reaffirm his fundamental aspirations.

 

 
Help your employee get in touch with the 
larger contributions he wants to make 
through his work.

Example:

 

Through coaching, Thompson gained new 
insight into what mattered most in his 
life—and what he had lost touch with. Ne-
glected aspirations included becoming a 
mentor and leading a larger organization.

 

•

 

Recast his job to align with his aspirations.

 

 
Help your employee articulate what he 
wants from his current and future roles.

Example:

 

Rather than seek a new position, Thompson 
decided to build his current wealth man-
agement franchise faster by tapping his col-
leagues’ skills; influence the firm’s strategic 
direction through volunteering on product-
development task forces; and develop peo-
ple around him by spotting and nurturing 
their growth potential.

 

•

 

Develop competencies needed for the 
next level.

 

 Encourage your employee to 
create a plan to strengthen the skills 
needed for his recast job description. 
Higher-level leadership roles frequently re-
quire competencies such as exerting power 
and influence; managing conflict; relating 
to a broad spectrum of people; shaping 
large visions and strategies; and developing 
others.
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Overachievers at the top of their game are vulnerable to a hard-to-

detect affliction that can derail their careers. Spot the subtle symptoms 

early.

 

The romanticized portrayal of superstars cele-
brates a happy combination of natural gifts,
ambition, circumstance, and timing—all fuel-
ing an unimpeded ascent to the top. But even
for the most gifted individuals blessed with a
series of fortuitous career developments, the
path to the top is often not smooth. As they
master each assignment along the way, an un-
recognized affliction can strike. Its cause, para-
doxically, is success itself. After the novel de-
mands of the current position have been
conquered and before the next job begins
(with its new requirements for growth) is a
vulnerable time for overachievers. Incapable
of coasting, they can lose their bearings and
question their purpose. Confusion can evolve
into inner turmoil. If left unattended, this 

 

sum-
mit syndrome

 

 may derail promising careers and
deprive organizations of talent they’ve banked
on for their future. The problem is, its early
signs are hard to detect and easy to ignore.

Andrew Thompson (a composite character
based on various people we’ve coached) is a
case in point. The 36-year-old gregarious Ivy

Leaguer had, by his own description, a dream
career at an elite investment bank. The finan-
cial service industry’s equivalent of an Olympic
gold medalist, he attracted and retained
wealthy individuals by eking out that extra
quarter percent of “alpha” return above the
norm. Quickly promoted from covering indi-
vidual wealthy clients to managing the largest
team in the firm’s U.S. private-banking group,
he oversaw $4 billion in assets and was known
for going the extra mile.

In recent months, though, something had
changed. What started as a slight diminution
in professional edge had now become an intru-
sive boredom. The buzz was missing. He
wasn’t driving himself as hard to ferret out the
insights that produced those exceptional re-
turns. He was ignoring the friction among his
fiercely competitive team members and was
vulnerable to distractions. He became obsessed
with completing each day’s 

 

New York Times

 

crossword puzzle. Much to his surprise, when
friends called with a proposal to row the Atlan-
tic, he found himself genuinely interested. He
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started overeating and overindulging at cock-
tail hour. He began taking calls from head-
hunters, whom he had brushed off in the past;
it was the prospect of change, rather than the
nature of the jobs themselves, that was appeal-
ing. While he continued to excel, observant col-
leagues, including his boss, thought he seemed
slightly distracted. Although the firm contin-
ued to treat him like an up-and-coming star,
Thompson knew that halos have a short half-
life in financial services. He started to worry:
Would others soon notice that something was
amiss? Had he lost his edge?

Much has been written about the ways indi-
viduals end up on the “outs” with their organi-
zations—

 

frozen out

 

 when stylistic idiosyncra-
sies clash with a superior’s personality or an
organization’s culture; 

 

burned out

 

 by the toxic
triad of an overwhelming workload, the inabil-
ity to see the positive impact of one’s labors,
and the failure to achieve career aspirations;

 

psyched out

 

 by biological or psychological
changes that trigger a midlife crisis; or 

 

flaming
out

 

 from a fundamental incompatibility be-
tween one’s abilities and the requirements of
the job.

The summit syndrome is quite different. It
afflicts extreme overachievers who thrive on
challenge. They can be found in abundance in
tightly wired organizations—in the premier in-
vestment banks and consulting firms; in start-
ups; in semiconductor, computer, and software
development companies; and in the elite units
of multiproduct corporations. These super-
charged individuals exult in winning, master-
ing new skills, acquiring knowledge, and sur-
passing previous benchmarks of excellence.
They are addicted to their own adrenaline. But
the rush from pushing beyond their limits
tends to dissipate once the new territory has
been mastered; an identity built around the
galvanizing effects of meeting and conquering
daunting challenges loses its purchase as such
people near the summit of a job’s learning
curve. They can’t or find it extremely difficult
to motor along on flat terrain. An S-curve aptly
describes the rapid ascent to proficiency and
the gradual loss of career momentum that oc-
curs when such individuals master a job. It’s
near the top where the troubles begin. (See the
exhibit “Dangerous Curves Ahead.”)

This summit experience is not a once-in-a-
lifetime event like a midlife crisis. The careers
of most overachievers are a sequence of S-

curves. The summits, as the Bard says, keep
coming, “like as the waves make towards the
pebbled shore/…Each changing place with
that which goes before/In sequent toil all for-
wards do contend.”

Unlike people on the “outs” with their orga-
nizations, those going through the initial
phases of the summit syndrome haven’t been
frozen out or marginalized; to the contrary,
they reside at the inner circle. They are rarely
susceptible to burnout: They see the impact of
their work and welcome big demands—in-
deed, they need them to keep the adrenaline
flowing. Their capabilities are not merely
aligned with organizational purpose, they are
admired—even celebrated—by superiors,
peers, and subordinates alike. In short, these
individuals are more secure than most and
don’t suffer from the narcissistic inferiority
(and its unquenchable thirst for praise) that
haunts many victims of the “outs.”

Paradoxically, disorientation at the summit
is more profound for the more proficient.
Those with the smoothest glide to success in a
challenging job tend to experience the greatest
degree of confusion. Costs to the individual
can go way beyond dropped balls at work or
other slips in performance. Inner turmoil can
build to the point where it hurts health and
family. The search for stimulation may lead to
extramarital misadventures or other self-de-
structive behavior. Distraction and confusion
can result in bad career decisions, causing peo-
ple to leave the fast track and end up drifting
from one job to another. They can join the
ranks of those highly promising men and
women who somehow never managed to
achieve the positions or goals that colleagues
and friends always assumed they would one
day claim.

For the organization, this seemingly unchar-
acteristic behavior by those we least expect to
disappoint us often comes as a shock. Trying to
get such individuals back in the saddle can be
expensive in terms of lost contribution, organi-
zational disruption, and the price of counsel-
ing. And that’s the best-case scenario. The
worst is surprise departures that needlessly rob
companies of their most promising talent. Se-
nior executives wonder how they could have
missed the signs, but this failure is the rule
rather than the exception. Subtle indicators
elude traditional organizational screens such
as performance reviews and formal career-
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development discussions. Indeed, we’ve wit-
nessed the highly disruptive impact of this dis-
orientation on professional elites at a wide va-
riety of companies. We have observed this
syndrome at a large number of firms over the
past two decades, including General Electric,
Intel, IBM, JPMorgan Chase, Goldman Sachs,
and McKinsey. The collateral damage—and
our belief that it can be averted—is what
prompted us to write this article.

The best defense is early intervention. Com-
panies—and more specifically, overachievers
themselves—need to anticipate the onset of
the disorientation that strikes near or at the
summit of a job. It is possible to detect the lead
indicators and take preemptive action. This is
mainly the responsibility of individuals, al-
though their bosses and peers certainly can
lend a helping hand. In this article, we will
highlight the causes, indicators, and progres-
sion of the syndrome and describe what must
be done to regain personal and professional
clarity and career momentum. We are con-
vinced that steps taken at the right time not

only can allow extreme overachievers to avoid
or surmount the summit syndrome and pre-
pare for the next climb in their careers but also
can deepen their capacity to lead.

 

Recognizing the Syndrome

 

The summit syndrome unfolds in three
phases, each with its own distinct indicators.
The first is 

 

approaching

 

 the crest of a job, when
a person, having mastered most of the chal-
lenges of the role, is nearing peak proficiency.
This is a time when some may push harder to
recapture the adrenaline rush of the climb.
The second phase is 

 

plateauing,

 

 when the sum-
mit has been reached and virtually all of the
challenges have been conquered. While the
less ambitious person is apt to coast at this
point, the overachiever bears down even
harder to produce ever more stellar results.
The third phase is 

 

descending.

 

 It is the terminal
stage of the syndrome, when a leader’s job per-
formance begins to slip noticeably, triggering
an accelerating slide. As the person’s superstar
status fades, he jumps ship, accepts a demo-

Dangerous 
Curves Ahead

1. STARTING THE CLIMB When entering a new role,
the immediate task is to assess and assemble the 
requirements for the climb—for example, building a
new network, forming relationships with one’s team,
and developing a strategy to learn the ropes.

2. ASCENDING THE SLOPE This is a period of learning and
adapting to the role. It includes developing appropriate levels
of proficiency, honing skills related to job content, and learn-
ing how to navigate the organizational territory and the exter-
nal competitive environment.

3. APPROACHING THE SUMMIT This is
when the onset of the syndrome occurs.
Mastering the work triggers discomfort 
and is the harbinger of a crisis.

5. DESCENDING The 
terminal phase of the 
syndrome is characterized
by an obvious drop in 
performance and career-
limiting behavior.

4. PLATEAUING The crisis is manifested on
the peak of the climb. Perfect fit to the role
sows the seeds of mischief. This can precipi-
tate inner turmoil and mounting confusion
about career direction. 

A successful career is not a
straight line to the top. It is 
a series of S-curves. For those
afflicted by the summit syn-
drome, the trouble starts as
they approach the crest 
of a particular job.

1

2

3

4

5
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tion, or takes a lateral transfer. (See the exhibit
“Symptoms of a Summit Crisis.”)

 

Approaching. 

 

After the intense, exhilarat-
ing experience of attaining new knowledge,
acquiring new skills, and rising to meet the
challenges of a new role, a shift occurs when
the summit comes into sight. The realization
that “I’ve just about conquered the job” sinks
in, giving rise to low-level musings about
“What’s next in my career?” Some tasks or du-
ties begin to seem tedious, feeding anxiety (for
overachievers have a low tolerance for bore-
dom) and opening the door to distractions
(Sudoku, online solitaire, daydreams of paths
untaken, obsessions with hobbies).

The approaching phase is puzzling for over-
achievers. They feel that something is not quite
right. They are disturbed by the fact that exter-
nal job offers and adventure schemes suddenly
seem intriguing. There is no drop in perfor-
mance yet; the overall work remains reward-
ing. But ask people in this phase if they are ex-
cited about their work, and they will respond
with telling qualifiers like “It’s still challenging,
but it’s not the way it used to be” or “I’m enjoy-

ing myself, but the rush is missing.”

 

Plateauing. 

 

The effects of the summit syn-
drome are not severe enough in the approach-
ing phase to stop sufferers in their tracks. They
will continue to the peak and onto the plateau
of job proficiency. Absent new challenges or a
new job, however, the syndrome will progress if
the early symptoms are left unattended. At this
stage, a paradox feeds the confusion: By all ex-
ternal measures (and in the eyes of everyone
around them), they are at the top of their game;
they have confirmed the faith that others
placed in them at the outset of their climb. Yet
their enthusiasm for the job continues to wane.
They feel increasingly disoriented and uncer-
tain about how to proceed. They begin to ago-
nize about their next career moves. “Should I
continue to climb the corporate ladder or start
something new?” they wonder. “I could get bet-
ter at what I’m doing,” they think, “but where
will it take me?” For seasoned executives who
have made a series of S-curve climbs, the domi-
nant concern is a loss of legacy. Having built a
sterling reputation and had a storied impact
during the course of their careers, they now

Symptoms of a Summit Crisis

SUMMIT PHASE

Approaching

Plateauing

Descending

INTERNAL SYMPTOMS

• Low-level discontent
• Premonitions about loss of traction
• “What happened to the excitement?”

• Loss of enthusiasm 
• Fearing loss of career momentum 
and legacy

• “What happened to my goals?”

• Feeling lost 
• Cynicism, anger, frustration near 
the surface

• “What happened to my career?”

EXTERNAL SYMPTOMS

• Subtle loss of edge
• Emerging distractions

-  Hobby obsessions
-  Heightened appetite for stimulation
-  Daydreaming

• Attraction to unsolicited offers

• Working harder to do the basics
• More serious distractions

-  Climbing Mount Everest–type adventures beckon
-  Intensive curiosity about alternative lifestyles and 

intimate relationships
-  More vacations

• Unorthodox career choices attract disproportionate 
consideration

• Working harder to conceal disengagement
• Severe distractions

-  Substance abuse
-  Sexual indiscretions
-  Malfeasance
-  Unconscious career sabotage

• Bailing out
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wonder if those can be sustained.
It is on the plateau that the summit syn-

drome can trigger the first subtle shifts in per-
formance. More effort is required to achieve
the same results, even as the commitment to
deliver those results diminishes. Headhunters’
calls are more welcome—or even solicited. As
overachievers struggle to cope, greater distrac-
tions are embraced, even sought: Sudoku finds
its way into the daytime routine, row-the-
Atlantic type excursions beckon, and sexual in-
discretions are more tempting. People are
more likely to make precipitous career choices,
seeking a way out of the discomfort.

 

Descending. 

 

This is the fall from grace. Vic-
tims are in such turmoil it becomes obvious to
others that something has gone terribly
wrong. Their careers are now in crisis. Self-
inflicted career sabotage and stress-related
health problems are common. The typically
unhappy ending: a radical change made for all
the wrong reasons or a forced lateral move or
demotion.

Consider Roberta Simms (real person, fake
name), a 34-year-old executive who had spent
her entire working life at a regional health care
company in the United States. By skillfully
driving initiatives to improve the quality of
care and reduce costs, she had earned a reputa-
tion as an operational genius and rapidly rose
to become CEO of a midsized medical center.
As she soared to the peak of that job, she ig-
nored the indicators of the summit syndrome.
At first, in an attempt to quash her growing
restlessness, she simply worked harder, to no
avail. She found herself becoming increasingly
cynical and disenchanted with the parent com-
pany. It became more difficult for her to main-
tain her composure in the face of bureaucratic
hassles. She picked the wrong fights and be-
came critical of direct reports. Her personal life
began to suffer, and she found it hard to focus
on the mounting challenge from local compet-
itors. As Simms’s performance started to slip—
excessive growth in employee head count and
a declining number of patients were some of
the first signs—corporate executives began to
lose respect for her. Soon they no longer saw
her as a rising star. Only two years earlier,
Simms had envisioned staying with the com-
pany for at least ten years, if not the rest of her
career. Now, unsure of what she really wanted,
she began to interview in an aimless fashion
for lateral positions with small companies in

neighboring states.
The lesson is stark. If the syndrome is caught

early, preparation for the next climb is straight-
forward. If it is tackled after things begin to un-
ravel—after performance has clearly begun to
decline or the person has jumped ship—much
more is required to repair the damage to repu-
tation, relationships, and personal well-being.

 

Overcoming the Confusion

 

After recognizing indicators of the summit
syndrome, the next step in addressing it is to
understand the sources of the disorientation.
There are two of them: an erosion in the effec-
tiveness of one’s formula for excelling at work
and a disconnect between career and life’s
grand purpose.

 

Winning formula. 

 

A winning formula is
each person’s distinctive way of making a dif-
ference. Tracy Goss, an authority on how exec-
utives can reinvent themselves and their com-
panies, has described the winning formula as a
combination of aptitude and behavior that de-
termines what unique contributions we make
on the job and in personal situations.

Winning formulas have two essential com-
ponents: what you pay attention to and what
you do about it. Some people focus on the un-
expressed needs of key players and become
the “go-to guy” for solving problems. Others
concentrate on what’s missing or flawed in an
endeavor and act as the watchdogs for errors
or potential train wrecks in their organiza-
tions. Still others look for the possibilities in a
situation—the new idea or the biggest prize
to be pursued—and establish themselves as
persuasive advocates for new directions.
Some ask themselves, “What’s the goal here?”
and then mobilize others to achieve desired
outcomes. And so forth. The variations are
practically infinite.

With some earnest introspection, most of us
can describe our winning formula and articu-
late the well-honed skills that support it. An-
drew Thompson’s was to listen for his client’s
unexpressed needs, identify the biggest poten-
tial opportunity to fulfill those needs, and then
capitalize on his extraordinary talent for selling
this solution to the client. More specifically, he
succeeded by spotting discontinuities in finan-
cial markets that caused assets to be either
under- or overpriced, using analysis and insight
to realize economic gains. He was adept at
marshaling the evidence to persuade high-

The summit syndrome 

afflicts extreme 

overachievers who thrive 

on challenge.
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net-worth individuals interested in such oppor-
tunities to invest ahead of the pack. He was dil-
igent in maintaining hands-on oversight of the
work and in sustaining personal ownership of
relationships with all major clients so they
would call him first.

A winning formula that works well on the
way up can rapidly become less and less useful
as one approaches the summit. By that time, it
is automatic and subconscious, leading the un-
wary to do more of the same at a stage when
enthusiasm for “the same” is waning.

With some reflection, Thompson could see
how the formula that had helped him excel
was now a handicap. Elements that had
worked in sync early in the climb, when he had
20 major clients and $1 billion of assets under
management, were constraints on growth and
performance now that he had 80 clients and
$4 billion under management. Yes, his formula
had secured his niche as a key player in the en-
terprise, turning him, as he put it, into an “in-
the-limelight” producer. But it had also led
him to fail to delegate and to dramatically un-
derutilize the talents of his six-person team as
his client base grew. He was a solutions soloist
rather than a composer and conductor of an
elite ensemble. Instead of fueling growth, his
winning formula was now imposing a ceiling
on him and his team. When he looked at his
winning formula in this light, Thompson could
see that he must reinvent it.

 

Life’s grand purpose. 

 

At the same time that
the effectiveness of the winning formula dwin-
dles, a profound disconnect often begins to
manifest itself: a sense that life’s grand pur-
pose has somehow been lost. Totally im-
mersed in mastering a job, an overachiever
can easily lose touch with fundamental values,
aspirations, and “how my career fits into what
I want out of life.” However, once the job is no
longer all encompassing, this issue begins to
surface, adding to confusion and making it all
the more difficult to discern the right path.

To address this void, Thompson worked with
a coach to prepare a series of lists identifying
the things that were most important to him:
career aspirations, past work contributions,
core values and beliefs, personal attributes,
and the people who mattered most in his life.
He transferred each item from his lists to index
cards. They captured memories, thoughts
about possible second or third careers, reflec-
tions on his life mission, and the influence of

mentors. He sorted the cards into clusters on a
large table, talking through meanings and con-
nections as he arranged them. This exercise
helped him recognize how he had strayed from
his ideals and how his ambitions had changed.
Among the insights Thompson took away
were these:

• He had become overly involved in the day-
to-day management of clients and their invest-
ment portfolios. He had let himself get sucked
into micromanaging details that could have
readily been delegated to his team members
and their support staff.

• He had allowed himself to become iso-
lated from valued mentors who once had pro-
vided their perspectives and counsel in tough
times.

• He had lost a personal attribute that had
been the hallmark of earlier climbs: taking him-
self with a grain of salt and not allowing a job to
become all consuming.

• His ambitions had shifted. A stellar solo
performer, he was increasingly attracted to the
idea of leading a larger organization and testing
his executive skills.

• Buried in work, he was losing his connec-
tion with his wife and children.

• He had long neglected his interest in com-
munity work. (He had formerly volunteered at
a shelter for the homeless and served on the
board of a nonprofit that supported victims of
abuse.)

• A love of teaching and mentoring had
given way to a self-absorbed drive to personally
produce results.

As he contemplated these conclusions,
Thompson was drawn inevitably to ask the big
question: What did he want to accomplish in
his working life? To help answer that question,
Thompson wrote a “casket speech,” a three-
minute eulogy about his life and what it meant
to those he touched along the way. Its themes
included helping people discover and make
the most of their professional talents, evolving
his own gifts and commercial acumen as a
wealth adviser, and taking them to the next
level. In his eulogy, he characterized himself as
a person who had excelled in his career with-
out taking work (or himself) too seriously,
someone who had always maintained humor
and grace. It described a man who had left the
places he served better than he had found
them. Standing in the future and looking back
across his life helped him clarify his profes-

Steps taken at the right 

time not only can allow 

extreme overachievers to 

surmount the summit 

syndrome but also can 

deepen their capacity to 

lead.
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sional goals.
At this point, he was in a position to articu-

late what he wanted out of his current job and
future ones. He could now describe the special
characteristics that would capture his heart
and imagination. Rather than seek a new posi-
tion, Thompson decided, he would strive to
build his current wealth management fran-
chise at a much faster pace by tapping the
skills of his colleagues and by fostering better
teamwork. He would broaden his focus be-
yond financial markets and investment oppor-
tunities to develop the people around him by
spotting and nurturing their growth potential.
He would seek to influence the firm’s strategic
direction by volunteering to serve on task
forces devoted to expanding the firm’s suite of
investment products and services. Achieving
these professional ambitions, however, would
not come at the expense of all that was near
and dear to him in his personal life; he would
rebalance the work/life equation so that he
could devote more time to his family and to
nonprofit projects. To do all this, he would
need to learn to work differently, not harder.

 

Moving Off the Summit

 

Having regained his footing, Thompson could
now begin the task of building new leadership
muscles: identifying the capabilities he
needed to meet the demands of his recast job
description. This involved revisiting five sets of
competencies (we call them “domains”) that
are critical to expanding one’s capacity to lead.

 

The power domain. 

 

During the course of
their careers, leaders must learn how to use
power in different ways. It’s common for peo-
ple in early management positions to achieve
results through the force of their authority or
their expertise (by taking a hands-on approach
to leading a team charged with a particular
task, for example). As leaders develop, how-
ever, the initial goal of achieving power
evolves into a goal of empowering others to
produce extraordinary outcomes. Leaders
learn how to share or transfer power within
the organization and eventually to release the
power of others, usually through forms of del-
egation, such as the creation of ad hoc initia-
tives or new lines of business. This journey re-
quires leaders to overcome a fundamental
challenge: to embrace the counterintuitive les-
son that in order to be more powerful, they
must give up their need to control. Accord-

ingly, they must, for instance, learn how to
strike the optimal balance between the free-
dom and the oversight they provide subordi-
nates. They must figure out how to pick the
members of a team so the strengths of some
compensate for the weaknesses of others.
They must learn how to help people discover
for themselves the solutions to problems.

 

The conflict domain. 

 

Early in their careers,
leaders learn how to face into conflict and
manage it, rather than avoid it. Still, they view
conflict as an indicator that something is
wrong and try to defuse it quickly to minimize
its negative impact. In time, leaders learn how
to use conflict as a means to an end and might
even seek to create it—for example, provoking
an organization to consider several competing
views, address complex challenges, or move
beyond obsolete beliefs, behaviors, and prac-
tices. Stimulating and guiding the right con-
flicts requires leaders to learn how to design
and facilitate meetings where vigorous debate
is the order of the day. Among other things,
this means avoiding the subtle ways their own
behavior can stifle an important exchange and
modulating the amount of tension in the con-
flict so that a more robust debate of ideas can
produce breakthroughs.

 

The relationship domain. 

 

As leaders master
this domain, they deepen their ability to un-
derstand, appreciate, and relate to a broad
spectrum of individuals with different styles
and beliefs. This makes them increasingly ef-
fective in influencing people. Early in their ca-
reers, leaders must learn to resist the natural
tendency to select direct reports whose back-
ground and approach are like their own. Re-
cruiting a diverse team is particularly impor-
tant when the markets or customers the team
serves are themselves diverse. Later, leaders
must learn how to think politically and plot a
sequence of moves to break current interper-
sonal or organizational impasses.

 

The future domain. 

 

Starting out, most man-
agers focus on attaining immediate goals—
usually specific production, financial, or mar-
ket share targets. As their careers progress,
they learn to shape larger visions and strate-
gies—redefining the nature of service delivery
to customers, for example, or reinventing
products that will establish new performance
benchmarks. One of the most difficult lessons
for leaders is realizing that although they need
to be able to recognize a resonant vision, they
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do not have to create it themselves. By listen-
ing to and consulting with others, they can
produce a picture of the future that speaks to
people throughout the organization. To para-
phrase Fritz Roethlisberger, a pioneer in
human relations and organizational behavior:
Most people think of what they’re doing in the
present as the means and the resultant future
as the end. In fact, the future is the 

 

means

 

 and
the present is the 

 

end

 

. Sounds a bit like a Zen
koan, but it hits the nail on the head.

 

The learning domain. 

 

Early in their careers,
overachievers usually concentrate on excelling
at their craft and grasping the rudiments of
managing others. (Thompson spent an hour a
day studying investment strategies in his first
years.) They are less likely to pay attention to
what others—direct reports and peers—might
need to learn. Only later in their careers do
they typically evolve into coaches who have
the teaching skills required to help an individ-
ual or an organization enhance performance.
The greatest stumbling block along this path is
mistaking mandating for coaching. In most
cases, a leader and a subordinate must under-
take a joint exploration to build a develop-
mental agenda that can not only fulfill the
subordinate’s aspirations but also enhance the
performance of the business. Leaders discover
that they can show their commitment to a sub-
ordinate’s success through this process. The
coaching that follows this exploration acceler-
ates the subordinate’s progress and strength-
ens his or her ties to the organization. This
process is one of the best ways to ensure lead-
ership continuity.

Executives naturally visit these domains as
they take on a new role. In other words, they
automatically seek to develop the skills and in-
sights appropriate to each job cycle. As the
climb proceeds and proficiency in a role grows,
however, the quest for competency becomes
less urgent and may dry up altogether. This
loss of appetite should serve as a wake-up
call—an early indicator of the onset of the
summit syndrome, signaling the need to revisit
the domains. Consciously exploring the do-
mains and identifying the next set of needed
competencies enables overachievers to rein-
vent their winning formulas.

When Andrew Thompson did so, he realized
that he needed to resist the temptation to mi-
cromanage (which unintentionally caused him
to treat his colleagues as glorified personal as-

sistants). He had to learn how to delegate. Del-
egation would also free up time so he could
join divisionwide task forces, expanding his ho-
rizons and the reach of his leadership.

Thompson understood that reorienting his
six wealth advisers to maximize their unique
gifts and ensure that each developed his or her
own niche on the team would require plenty
of coaching and mentoring and the occasional
application of tough love. To help them and to
better serve the growing pool of large inves-
tors, he also needed to strengthen his group’s
support staff. He further recognized the need
to create a compelling vision for his team: to
double assets under management in the next
five years while affirming the team’s standing
as best in breed in generating extraordinary re-
turns for clients. Finally, to attract and advise
sophisticated investors would require a flow of
new investment ideas and products. Accord-
ingly, Thompson would need to expand his
network and collaborate with individuals and
groups outside his own division—especially
those with expertise in real estate, private eq-
uity, and emerging markets.

In other words, Thompson needed to
broaden his network of relationships, generate
and harness conflict, learn from other units in
the firm, and influence colleagues over whom
he had no direct authority. In each domain,
Thompson understood, he had to evolve to the
next level.

 

• • •

 

This process for recognizing and treating the
summit syndrome can dissipate the disorienta-
tion that often strikes overachievers as they
approach or reach the crest of a job. It can dis-
pel the confusion and create a new context for
a balanced, challenging, and fulfilling working
life. Once they can see and accept that their
condition is not unique, that a periodic reori-
entation is a natural and regenerative part of
the inner work of leadership, overachievers
can look ahead with far greater discernment.

Generally speaking, better mental maps fos-
ter wiser choices. Ultimately, some may decide
(as Andrew Thompson did) to seek a different
context in which to grow and excel in their cur-
rent organizations. Others may reflect, then
seek greener pastures. Summit work separates
signals from noise.

The compass guiding this work is a four-part
inquiry: first, understanding your winning for-
mula (how it owns you, not the other way
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around) and the vital part it plays in feeling
stale or losing your edge; second, reconnecting
with a core purpose; third, recasting your cur-
rent or future job to better align your inner as-
pirations with the external requirements of
your work; and fourth, creating a developmen-
tal path to take a handful of core leadership
competencies appropriate to the demands of
the new situation to the next level.

None of this is easy, but for talented individ-
uals and the organizations that rely on them,
the vaccine of preventive awareness is far bet-
ter than gambling on an after-the-fact cure
once the crisis has fully manifested itself.
Those who manage high performers can play a
role by remaining alert to early symptoms of
ennui and by using formal review conversa-
tions to bring to light the latent signs of emerg-
ing boredom.

Organizations can help in several other for-
mal ways. They can educate high performers
and their managers about the summit syn-
drome as part of leadership development pro-
grams. They can create opportunities for

those most vulnerable to get a pulse check
through brief outside assessments, online self-
evaluations, or structured interviews con-
ducted by trained senior mentors. Some of
these approaches can be built into traditional
performance review systems.

All parties—senior managers, human re-
source departments, and high performers
themselves—must remember that a successful
career is not a straight line to the top; it is a se-
ries of S-curves, each of which begins with a
major promotion or job redefinition. Confu-
sion and loss of bearings come with the terri-
tory, but they do not have to derail promising
careers. Anticipating the summit syndrome,
recognizing its onset, and dealing with it in its
earliest stages can revitalize careers and propel
talented leaders to greater heights.
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Further Reading

 

A R T I C L E S

 

When Executives Burn Out

 

by Harry Levinson

 

Harvard Business Review

 

February 2000
Product no. 4290

 

In addition to falling victim to summit syn-
drome, high-performing employees can suffer 

 

burnout

 

—if they expend enormous effort in 
an intense situation without generating visi-
ble results. And burnout is just as destructive 
as summit syndrome—spawning fatigue, an-
ger, self-criticism, and a refusal to or inability 
to continue investing effort in the job. How to 
combat burnout? Recognize the conditions 
that breed it, such as long workdays and 
highly competitive markets. Then take pre-
ventative action. For example, periodically ro-
tate managers out of potentially exhausting 
positions. Don’t allow people to work 18 hours 
a day—even on critical problems. Avoid rely-
ing on your best people repeatedly to fix the 
worst problems. Regularly let people know 
their contributions are valued. And retrain 
managers as quickly as possible to keep up 
with fast-paced technological and market 
changes.

 

The Harder They Fall

 

by Roderick M. Kramer

 

Harvard Business Review

 

October 2003
Product no. 5062

 

Kramer describes another potential pitfall—

 

genius-to-folly syndrome

 

—that can cause 
leaders to stumble once they hit their peak: 
they abandon the qualities that led to their 
success, committing stunning acts of folly that 
lead to career suicide. Why? To get to the top, 
people often feel compelled to jettison atti-
tudes and behaviors—such as modesty, pru-
dence, and self-restraint—that they’ll need for 
survival once they’ve reached the apex. Some 
up-and-comers view moderation as antitheti-
cal to success. Others believe they must bend 
or break rules to excel. Still others view self-in-
dulgent behavior as fair compensation for the 
sacrifices they made on their way up. How to 
avoid this syndrome? Cultivate humility de-
spite power and wealth. Understand your 
own flaws—and acknowledge them to oth-
ers. Challenge your assumptions about what’s 
required for success. Anticipate even small 
things that can go wrong. And watch for 
genius-to-folly tendencies within yourself.
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